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A Story first published in 1906 has long been a favourite. It concerns a loving family from 
London who through necessity move to Three Chimneys Cottage near the railway in 
Yorkshire when the father is wrongly imprisoned for supposedly selling secrets to the 
Russians. The three children, Roberta, Peter and Phyllis find their amusement by watching 
the trains near the line and waving at the passengers. They make friends with Mr Perks the 
porter and his Children, get into mischief, do good deeds and wave to an Old Gentleman 
who regularly travels on the 10.15. He eventually is able to help prove their father's 
innocence and the family become reunited. 

Front of House: Small but with a warm happy welcome, with both raffles and confectionery 
available. Upstairs to the Hall where we were greeted by a Cheery lady selling programmes 
and were shown to the raised stall seats, 

The Programme: This was an 8 page black and white folded A4 with thumb print photos and 
short biogs Of the cast, Director, production Assistant and SM. Production team, 
acknowledgements, synopsis and notes together with forthcoming production details, 
TODS previous productions, together with NODA logo all made for interesting reading. 

scenery/set/props: Beautifully designed by Ian Rutter and Andy Leslie, this composite open 
stage set, where action switched between scenes using lighting changes, and 
congratulations must go to the large team of set builders and painters. This open stage 
worked really well, with just a couple of occasions when the plot slowed for resetting of 
furniture. The raised bedroom area for the unfortunate sick Russian, poorly Mother and the 
saved athlete was perfect for the Doctor'S ViSitS. The magnificent railway tunnel, sidings 
and bridge, together with the garden described the scenes to perfection, Huge attention to 
detail was obvious at the railway station including some brilliant signage, lamps, whistles 
and flag, tin tea mug and jug, bunting, candles books, real sandwiches, and brown paper 
parcels and to Julia Jessett congratulations for authenticity of the sadly lost steam train era. 
The sitting room of the cottage was well represented with a good fireplace and mantelpiece, 
again well dressed with good attention to detail. 

Make UP and Hair; All appropriate to the era, 

Costume: Stephie Clarke produced the perfectly dressed eposh' Edwardian Children 
compared to the large less well off Perks family. Each character really looked the part from 
the Mt Szczepansky to The Old Gentleman. 

Lighting/Sound/Effects: Excellent, which had to be spot on to keep the action flowing. The 
steam train sound and steam totally realistic and the effects for the near derailment from 
the tree fall amazing. 

Stage Crew: Moved on and off quietly if sometimes a little slow and visible. 

The production; With a superb cast, production team and production assistant, Iris 
scandrett making her debut directing a full length play succeeded in bringing together a first 



rate performance. So difficult to mention each character as one complemented the Other 
and certainly Iris encouraged the very best out of the children. Congratulations. Phoebe 
West (Roberta). James Hammond (Peter) and Ginny Dearns (?hyliis) played the charming 
and well acted Railway Children, as did ail the Perks family with particular mention to Alistair 
George (John Perks) who stepped in at such short notice and bonded with the rest of his 
family, Philip James (Mr Perks) captured the railway porter who had the mammoth task of 
narration, maintaining a perfect accent throughout, with Tina Gallagher playing the solid, 
loving Mother 

Thank you for your invitation to a most enjoyable performaee and hope that you had the 
good audience support that you deserved. A short review will appear in due course in the 
NODA News. 
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